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TOP ST. LOUIS LINKEDIN AND CAREER TRAINING COMPANY SETTLES ON NEW NAME 
It took a few tries, but the go-to local company for LinkedIn training finalizes its name 

 
A well-known St. Louis-based LinkedIn and career training organization for companies and individuals 
has settled on its official moniker befitting all of its services – it will now be called WiserU Training and 
Services, or simply WiserU.  
 
Previously the company, owned and operated by local LinkedIn expert/trainer, Kathy Bernard, has 
been named LinkedLightning and later LinkedWISE to reflect its focus on LinkedIn training and services. 
Trouble was, the company was also called Getajobtips.com to reflect its comprehensive career 
coaching and services. As both sides of the business continued to grow, it became obvious to the staff 
that the company must have one name that reflects both its LinkedIn AND career offerings.  
 
After a bit of brainstorming, the name WiserU was selected for many reasons: 

1) To pay homage to the WISE part of the former name (LinkedWISE). 
2) To recognize that whether clients benefit from its LinkedIn OR its career services, they all 

become WISER when working with the company.  
3) To reinforce that the company trains universities (hence the reason why the “U” was added. 
4) And finally, it was selected because the name works for all the work it does – from training on 

the latest from LinkedIn at major conferences to working one-on-one with job seekers.  
 
So, the name for all aspects of the business is now officially WiserU. For more information, visit 
wiseru.com, call CEO Kathy Bernard at 314-620-1184, or email info@wiseru.com.   
 
 
WiserU Training & Services (WiserU, LLC) provides LinkedIn and career training, coaching, and services 
to companies, conferences, career organizations, and individuals. Visit wiseru.com for more 
information. Visit the company’s wiserutips.com blog for LinkedIn and career tips and guidance.  
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